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THE GAMES 
Play the loading game for interface 

Find the secret code in each of the four games 

Find the secrets in the bonus level games for points 

 

VR - Asteroids 

1. Asteroids - Quest for Sword of Freedom 

1.2 UrQuan the masters - Quest for Equality 

  

VR - Hazard 

2. Berzerk Requiem - Quest for Shield of Faith 

2.2 HackRazor - Quest for Liberty 

  

VR - Atari adventure 

3. Dragonfire - Quest for Helmet of Justice 

3.2 -Castle of fire - Quest for Glory 

  

VR - Spelunker 

4. Pitfall 2 - Quest for Cup that heals 

4.2 La-Mulana - Quest for redemption 

 

Quest for peace of the past 

5. Z+Angband - Tunnels of Angband 

5.2  The Hobbit (1982 48k Spectrum/ Dos) 

(Zipped 48k, 128k, dos) 

 

Quest for peace for the future 

6. Fantasy Star VR - Tower of Babylon 

6.2 Phantasy star Extended+ (1988 SMS/2018 Java) 

 

http://www.baobabstudios.com/asteroids/
https://retroreloader.itch.io/lysoroids40th
http://www.moddb.com/mods/ur-quan-masters-hd/downloads
http://www.indiedb.com/games/hazard
https://retroreloader.itch.io/40th-atari-game-berzerk
https://mega.nz/#!dk0lTCCC!ba7-xEdCPs577xr0LLB_OY-8OW-Ikp13ulv48yZiR0Q
https://github.com/rubixcube6/Adventure-VR
https://retroreloader.itch.io/dragonfire-1982-remake-ready-player-one
http://www.freewebs.com/spentertainment/castleoffire.htm
https://www.oculus.com/experiences/rift/1506609942759571/
https://retroreloader.itch.io/pitfall-2-remake-
https://archive.org/details/La-Mulana
https://sites.google.com/site/mangojuice75/
http://torinak.com/qaop#!hobbit
http://www.pscave.com/psg1/download/
https://github.com/rafael-esper/Phantasy


Final Round 

7. Retro Reload VR - Accel Challenge 

 
A-Team atari 40th knightsquest competition concept edit  

 

youtu.be/75VkR6Yw3PE - Trailer 1 

Planning final release round 1 - 30/March/2018 

1st Round - Sword, Shield, Helmet, Cup 

1. Asteroids retroreloader.itch.io/lysoroid… 

2. Berzerk retroreloader.itch.io/40th-ata… 

3. Dragonfire retroreloader.itch.io/dragonfi… 

4. Pitfall 2 retroreloader.itch.io/pitfall-… 

-Secret Keys + Code - 2nd Round - The Knights quest to free the two realms 

5. Z+A+ngband - 100 floors tunnels - Perm death, 1 try 

6. Fantasy Star - Tower of Babylon - 100 floors tower - Perm death, 1 try 
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THE QUEST 
Can you beat the 

challenge? 
Free the realms and save the world of Knightsquest 

1. Asteroids - Quest for Sword of Freedom 

2. Berzerk - Quest for Shield of Faith 

3. Dragonfire - Quest for Helmet of Justice 

4. Pitfall 2 - Quest for Cup that heals 

Retrieve the password then proceed to free the 2 Realms. 

 

https://www.deviantart.com/users/outgoing?https://youtu.be/75VkR6Yw3PE
https://www.deviantart.com/users/outgoing?https://retroreloader.itch.io/lysoroids40th
https://www.deviantart.com/users/outgoing?https://retroreloader.itch.io/40th-atari-game-berzerk
https://www.deviantart.com/users/outgoing?https://retroreloader.itch.io/dragonfire-1982-remake-ready-player-one
https://www.deviantart.com/users/outgoing?https://retroreloader.itch.io/pitfall-2-remake-


 
THE PRIZES 

1. Asteroids - Sword of Freedom 

2. Berzerk - Shield of Faith 

3. Dragonfire - Helmet of Justice 

4. Pitfall 2 - Cup of health 

 

Retrieve the codes then proceed to free the 2 Realms. 

 

5. Z+Angband - Breastplate of Righteousness 

6. Fantasy star VR - Tablet of truth 

7. ? 
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THE FACTS 
Two Rounds. 

Round 1. Four games - 4 keys+codes 

Competition and prizes for each 

Round 2. Two games - RPG style adv 

Competition on each and ultimate prize for final stage winner 

 

Timeline 2018-2020 Round 1. 

Timeline 2020-2022 Round 2. 

Find the secret key in each of the four games  

1. Asteroids - Quest for Sword of Freedom  

2. Berzerk - Quest for Shield of Faith  

3. Dragonfire - Quest for Helmet of Justice  

4. Pitfall 2 - Quest for Cup that heals  



-Enter the Realm- 100 floors to beat the final boss of both to realm the 

World 

5. Zangband - Atari edit - Perm Death - Port items to VR 

6. VR World Seed Tower -  Perm Death - Port items to Zangband 

I wanted 4 games with keys and codes hidden like swordquest 

competition and RP1, which you have to find and then use a  secret 

passcode to enter two D&D games (Dos + VR) to finally win the 

competition. 

Shock 1 is a cyberpunk pioneering game, but a while back I did a 

berzerk tweak like a demake which I was hoping to lend a theme to 

and finish the extra features in the 2nd game of the 4 in the atari 

anthology challenge 

 

 

 



 

 

RETURN LEARN 
DIRECT O R  

Developing & Supporting indie games. Research/writing/training on games 

 

https://www.patreon.com/retroreload 

https://gamejolt.com/@retroreloader 

https://retroreloader.itch.io/ 

http://retroreloads.deviantart.com/) 

 

Championing indie games for making a social change. 

 

 

https://www.patreon.com/retroreload
https://gamejolt.com/@retroreloader
https://retroreloader.itch.io/
http://retroreloads.deviantart.com/


J HORSFIELD 
EXECUT IVE  P R ODUCE R  

For myself, I started my programming journey 30 years ago on the zx spectrum 48k, moving onto 

the 128k and commodore 64 before the amiga (AMOS, SEUCC) and then qbasic years. 

These days I prefer leaving the programming to partnerships and highlighting retro remakes + 

indie games which inspire change or challenge for the gamer. This website is a collection of my 

research and games I've found on those themes.  I always release public domain for free with 

open source where possible to support the community and prefer the credit goes to the team or the 

project. 

 

RETRORELOADER 
EDIT OR  &  AN I M AT IO N  

Opened in 2013 Manchester, UK 

Themed custom apparel - Designs/illustration 

Clothing & Apparel inspired by retro games, film, series and cartoons. 

Keeping the retro theming alive and creating custom covers and edits 

 

HeartsMindsMedia 
CINE MAT OGR A PHE R  

Hearts and Minds Media seeks to raise awareness and social change through talks, documentaries 

and media (Infographics and games) 

By working with local communities and organisations we aim to promote social change and 

provide lasting impact for future generations. Working with the return learn gaming project 

(returnlearn.com) to promote positive gaming;  

we create publications to inspire and inform. Infographics and retro art design by Retro Reloader 

(retroreloader.com) 

 
 

http://www.returnlearn.org.uk/
http://www.retroreload.co.uk/


 
youtu.be/75VkR6Yw3PE - Trailer 1 - Round 1 

youtu.be/lpnnRsaUm4g - Trailer 1 - Round 2 

Planning final release round 1 - 30/March/2018 

 

1st Round - Sword, Shield, Helmet, Cup 

1. Asteroids retroreloader.itch.io/lysoroid… 

2. Berzerk retroreloader.itch.io/40th-ata… 

3. Dragonfire retroreloader.itch.io/dragonfi… 

4. Pitfall 2 retroreloader.itch.io/pitfall-… 

-Secret Keys + Code - 2nd Round - The Knights quest to free the two realms 

5. Z+A+ngband - 100 floors tunnels - Perm death, 1 try 

6. Tower of Babylon - 100 floors tower - Perm death, 1 try 

-Final Round - Freedom? 

Dragonquest 40th competition - Zangband + "Tower Of Druaga: Recovery Of Babylim" edits 
atari40th-RP1-Competition-knightmare-adventure-combo-true 
Atari 40th competition game 1 - Asteroids Mod 

Find the secret key in each of the four games 
1. Asteroids - Quest for Sword of Freedom 
2. Berzerk - Quest for Shield of Liberty 
3. Dragonfire - Quest for Helmet of Justice 

4. Pitfall 2 - Quest for Cup that heals 

 

1 - Asteroids Mod Find the secret key in each of the four games  

1. Asteroids - Quest for Sword of Freedom  

2. Berzerk - Quest for Shield of Liberty  

3. Dragonfire - Quest for Helmet of Justice  

4. Pitfall 2 - Quest for Cup that heals  

-Enter the Realm- 100 floors to beat the final boss of both to realm the World 

5. Zangband - Atari edit - Perm Death - Port items to VR 

6. VR World Seed Tower -  Perm Death - Port items to Zangband 

I wanted 4 games with keys and codes hidden like swordquest competition and RP1, which you 

have to find and then use a secret passcode to enter two D&D games (Dos + VR) to finally win the 
competition. Shock 1 is a cyberpunk pioneering game, but a while back I did a berzerk tweak like 
a demake which I was hoping to lend a theme to and finish the extra features in the 2nd game of 
the 4 in the atari anthology challenge. I wanted 4 games with keys and codes hidden like 

https://www.deviantart.com/users/outgoing?https://youtu.be/75VkR6Yw3PE
https://www.deviantart.com/users/outgoing?https://youtu.be/lpnnRsaUm4g
https://www.deviantart.com/users/outgoing?https://retroreloader.itch.io/lysoroids40th
https://www.deviantart.com/users/outgoing?https://retroreloader.itch.io/40th-atari-game-berzerk
https://www.deviantart.com/users/outgoing?https://retroreloader.itch.io/dragonfire-1982-remake-ready-player-one
https://www.deviantart.com/users/outgoing?https://retroreloader.itch.io/pitfall-2-remake-


swordquest competition and RP1, which you have to find and then use a secret passcode to enter 
two D&D games (Dos + VR) to finally win the competition. I've used gamemaker 4,5,6 and studio 

from time to time. Please find the sshock demake here along with the first 3 atari 40th games. 
Retrieve the password then proceed to free the 2 Realms. 









 

 



 



 









 



 

Premise - Run all four games in a 80′s themed VR 
bedroom to complete within a timelimit for each 
games, then on learning the secret password after 
obtaining the secret key in each game. Progress onto 
a VR knightmare interface for the final competition 
element. 

Perhapes a kickstarter for prizes like the original atari 
competition? This time for all the prizes? 

 



 



 

pub_swordquest-compo-ready-player-one  

 



 

Atari planned four interrelated Swordquest games, one each based on earth, fire, water, and air. The 

company intended that playing all four games would be necessary to win the final prize.[1] Each had 

essentially the same gameplay: Logic puzzle adventure style gaming interspersed with arcade style 

action gaming. The character wanders through each screen, picking up and dropping items, playing 

simplified variants of then-current "twitch" games between screens. If the correct items are placed 

in a room, a clue shows up, pointing the player to a page and panel in the comic book included with 

the game. There, the player would find a word that was hidden in that panel. If the player found all 

five, or in the case of Waterworld, four, correct clues, amongst all the hidden words (hinted at by a 

hidden clue in the comic), they could send the sentence to Atari and have a chance to compete in 

the finals and win a prize. During the playoff, which ran on special versions of the games, the person 

who managed to find the most clues within 90 minutes would be considered the winner. The 

winners of the four game contests would go on to a final competition where they would compete for 

a sword valued at $50,000. However, only two of the competitions fully took place before Atari 

cancelled the contest entirely in 1983. 

 

Plot 

The games follow twins named Tarra and Torr. Their parents were slain by King Tyrannus's guards, 

prompted by a prophecy by the king's wizard Konjuro that the twins would slay Tyrannus. The twins 

were then raised as commoners by thieves to avoid being slain by the king. When they go to plunder 

Konjuro's sea keep, they accidentally reveal their identities to him. The twins then start running from 

a demon summoned to kill them, but it appears that a jewel they stole attracts it. After smashing the 

stone to avoid the demon, two of Tyrannus's old advisers appear and tell the two about the "Sword 

of Ultimate Sorcery" and the "Talisman of Penultimate Truth." They are then transported to 

Earthworld. 

 

After defeating many beasts of the Zodiac and another thief (Herminus) in Earthworld, the twins are 

transported to the "central chamber" where the "Sword of Ultimate Sorcery" and the "Talisman of 

Penultimate Truth" are kept. Upon reaching them, the sword burns a hole through its altar all the 

way to Fireworld. In Fireworld, the twins split up to look for water, and Torr, with the aid of the 

talisman, summons Mentorr who shows Torr the "Chalice of Light," which will quench his thirst. The 

twins reunite eventually and find the chalice. However, Torr drops it after he is startled, and it is 

revealed that the one they found was not the true chalice. Herminus then gives them the chalice, 

and it grows until it becomes large enough to swallow the twins and transports them to Waterworld. 

 

Upon reaching Waterworld, the twins become separated. Tara travels to a ship made of ice, 

somehow forgets her name, and meets Cap'n Frost, who desires to find the "Crown of Life" and rule 

Waterworld. Meanwhile, Torr travels to an undersea kingdom, forgets his name as well and meets 

the city's ex-queen Aquana, who desires to find the "Crown of Life" in order to regain her throne. 

After a brief war between the ex-queen and captain, Herminus sets the twins to duel each other. 

They then pray to their deities for guidance, which summons Mentorr who allows them to regain 

their memories. The twins throw down their swords, causing the crown to be revealed and split in 

half. The halves are given to the ex-queen and the captain, who then rule as equals. The "Sword of 



Ultimate Sorcery" then transports the twins to Airworld where they would have to do battle with 

King Tyrannus and Konjuro. 

 

Airworld was never finished, though two prototypes are widely rumored to exist. 

 

Contest 

Earthworld 

Earthworld was the first of the four games. Its room structure was based on the signs of the zodiac. 

While the basic creative direction of the game was provided by Swordquest Lead Tod Frye, the game 

was coded by Dan Hitchens. Sounds from Swordquest: Earthworld were used in the 2002 film Solaris 

directed by Steven Soderbergh and starring George Clooney. The sounds are used to represent the 

spaceship breaking up.[citation needed] 

 

Out of 5,000 entries, only eight people managed to find all five of the correct clues. Of those eight, 

Steven Bell, who was 20 and lived near Detroit at the time, took first place and won the "Talisman of 

Penultimate Truth." The talisman was made of 18K solid gold, with 12 diamonds and the birthstones 

of the twelve Zodiac signs embedded in it, as well as a small sword made of white gold attached to 

the front. At the time of the contest, the Talisman was valued at $25,000. Bell melted down the 

Talisman to pay the taxes, but kept the baubles and the sword as keepsakes. Unfortunately the 

sword was stolen. 

 

Fireworld 

 

Fireworld's room structure was based on the tree of life. 

 

As there were more than the 50 planned participants, a much larger turnout than the previous 

contest, they held a second preliminary round where the contestants were told to write what they 

liked about the game. From there, Atari chose fifty of the entries to continue on. 

 

The Chalice of Light was won by Michael Rideout. The chalice itself was made of gold and platinum 

and was adorned with citrines, diamonds, green jade, pearls, rubies, and sapphires. Like the 

Talisman of Penultimate Truth, the Chalice of Light had a value of $25,000. In a 2005 interview, 

Rideout stated he was still in possession of the chalice which is kept in a safety deposit box.[2] 

 

 

 

 



 

Waterworld 

 

The room structure of Waterworld was based on the seven centers of chakra. It was originally 

released only through the Atari Club. 

 

The winner of this contest was supposed to receive the "Crown of Life," which was made of gold and 

encrusted with aquamarines, diamonds, green tourmalines, rubies, and sapphires. It was valued at 

$25,000 when the game came out. 

 

The overall contest (including the one for the yet-to-be released Airworld) was cancelled at the last 

minute due in part to Atari's financial troubles during the video game crash occurring around this 

time. Two preliminary rounds had been conducted prior to this, with the winners of those rounds 

receiving $2,000. Steven Bell and Michael Rideout, the winners of the Earthworld and Fireworld 

competitions, received $15,000, as they could not advance to the final competition between the 

winners of all four contests. According to Atari historian Curt Vendel, “Under contract, Warner 

[Communications] was obligated to complete the contest for Waterworld, because players had 

submitted correct answers, and the game was sold to the public based on the fact that whomever 

solves the puzzle in the game would be awarded a prize. They held a very quiet, non-public contest 

with the 10 people who solved the Waterworld contest. The crown was awarded to the third prize 

winner.” While there is no hard evidence of this contest, Vendel says the contest had to take place 

by law. 

 

Airworld 

 

The game was never released, although two prototypes were rumored to exist. According to 

programmer Tod Frye, Airworld's room structure was going to be based upon the I Ching. 

Additionally, Tod Frye was planning on representing each room from 1 to 64 with a six-bit number. 

Each bit would control a different aspect of the rules for that room (e.g., whether the player had to 

avoid or capture the enemies, whether the enemies attacked or avoided the player, whether the 

player or the enemies moved fast or slow) but this concept never got out of the design phase, and 

yielded some unplayable combinations, such as a slow player that had to capture fast moving 

enemies that avoided the player. 

 

The winner of the Airworld contest was to receive a Philosopher's Stone, a large piece of white jade 

encased in an 18 karat gold box encrusted with diamonds, emeralds, citrines, and rubies, that like its 

counterparts was valued at $25,000. That player was also scheduled to face off against Bell, Rideout, 

and whoever won the Waterworld contest for the grand prize, a sword with a gold handle encrusted 

with jewels and a blade made of pure silver. The sword, called the "Sword of Ultimate Sorcery", was 

valued at $50,000. 



 

Postscript 

As noted above, Michael Rideout has said that he is still in possession of the chalice he won in the 

Fireworld competition. In 2005, he sent pictures to the gaming website Digital Press, which posted 

them along with an interview he gave to the website Atari Headquarters in 1999. In the course of 

the interview, Rideout mentioned he had heard the medallion won by Steven Bell was melted down 

by a coin dealer for scrap after Bell sold it for $15,000; he kept the baubles that were part of it, but 

the white gold sword was stolen.[2] 

Years after the contest, the remaining three prizes (the crown, philosopher's stone, and sword) were 

assumed to have been in the possession of Jack Tramiel, the founder of Commodore International, 

who purchased the remnants of Atari after the video game crash and his ouster from 

Commodore.[3] However, Atari historian Curt Vendel has said the remaining prizes, which were 

owned by The Franklin Mint and on loan to Atari for the Swordquest contests, were not part of the 

sale of Atari's consumer division to Tramiel, and ownership of the remaining prizes reverted to The 

Franklin Mint, which recycled them into other items.[4] 

Comic books 

Each of the three released games shipped with a comic book, published jointly by Atari and DC 

Comics. The books included clues to solve the puzzles within each of the games. 

In February 2017, Dynamite Entertainment announced a new comic book series, called Swordquest 

but based on the actual contest around the three games, rather than the story within the games. It 

will feature the story of a person who had played the three Swordquest games when they were 

younger and was anticipating Airworld. Now as an adult, he continues his efforts to play Airworld 

using his old Atari hardware. The comic is written by Chad Bowers and Chris Sims and has art by 

Scott Kowalchuk. The first issue got published in May 2017 





 


